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Catalytic

destruction of stratospheric ozone

D. J. Lary
Centre for AtmosphericScience,CambridgeUniversity, Cambridge,England

Abstract. This paper presentsa review of the main ozone destroying catalytic
cyclesoperating in the stratosphere. Particular attention is paid to the kinetic
aspectsof these cyclessuchas the rate limiting step and chain length. Although it
is an important kinetic parameter, the chain length of the various cycles is seldom
consideredwhen the various catalytic cyclesare discussed.This survey highlights
that in the low stratospherethe cyclesinvolving HO: and halogens(notably

bromine) are particularly important. In approximateorder of effectiveness
the
mostimportant ozonelosscyclesin the polar lowerstratosphereare the BrO/C10,
HO2/BrO, and OH/HO2 cycles.
Introduction

The importance of atmospheric catalytic cycles was

first recognised
by BatesandNicolet[1950].Sincethen,
it has become

well established

that

study examines the chain length and the rate of catalytic cyclesfor the conditions typically encounteredin
the stratosphere.

the concentration

of stratosphericozone is controlled by the balance between its production, and its destruction, and that the
destruction of ozone is mainly due to catalytic cycles
involving nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine
species. A comprehensiveintroduction to these cycles
is presented by, for example, Johnston and Podolske

[1978],BrasseurandSolomon[1986],Wayne[1991]and
the reports of the World Meteorological Organization

(WMO) [1986,1990, 1992, 1994]. One of severaluse-

Chain Length and Effectiveness
The chain length of catalytic cyclesis limited by termination stepswhichdestroythe chaincenter(radical)
involvedin the cycle. The chain length A/'is usually
definedas the rate of propagation(p) divided by the
rate of termination. The rate of propagation is the rate
of the rate limiting step. The rate of termination is the

rate of productionor destruction(6) of the chaincenter.

ful historical overviewshas been presentedby Schmidt

A/'=-P

(1)

[1988].
The recentWMO assessments
[WMO, 1992, 1994] If a particular radical is involved in a catalytic cycle

reported that for the first time there are statistically
significantdecreasesin ozonein all seasonsin both the
northern and southernhemispheresat mid and high latitudes during the 1980s, and that most of this decrease
is occurring in the lower stratosphere. This has also
been supported by trends derived from ozone sondes

which has a very long chain length but is present in
only small concentrations,the effectivenessof the cycle
will be limited.

It is therefore

useful for us to define a

chain effectivenessR. This is particularly useful when
comparingdifferent cyclesinvolving radicals presentin
very different amounts, for example, when comparing
[Logan,1994].
HOx, ClOx, BrOx, and NOx catalytic cycleswhich deThe effectivenessof catalytic cycles in destroying stroy 03.
ozone is controlled by two factors, the chain length
=
p
(2)
of the catalytic cycles and the abundance of the radical which is the chain center. The chain length is the Care needsto be taken when 5 becomesvery small as
number of times the catalytic cyclic is executed before then very long chain lengths are calculated, which in
the reactive radical involved, the chain center, is de- turn can lead to a large chain effectivenesseven if the
stroyed. To date, the chain length of catalytic ozonede- rate of propagationp is tiny.
struction cycles has received relatively little attention,
The following sectionsconsiderthe chain length and
with emphasisbeing placed almost exclusivelyon the chain effectivenessof the variousatmosphericcatalytic
abundance of the chain centers involved. It is therefore
cyclesas a function of altitude and latitude. The numervaluable to systematically considerthe effectivenessof ical model used was the AUTOcHEM model described
the ozone destruction cyclesin the stratosphere. This
by Lary et al. [1995, 1996], Lary [1996],and Fisher
Copyright 1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

and Lary [1995]. The versionof the model used in
this study contains a total of 81 species. Of these,

Paper number 97JD00912.

74 speciesare integrated,namely:O(1D), O(3p), 03,

0148-0227/97/97JD-00912509.00

N, NO, NO2, NO3, N2Os, HONO, HNO3, HO2NO2,
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CN, NCO, HCN, C1, C12, C10, C1OO, OC10, C1202,
C1NO2, C1ONO2, HC1, HOC1, CHaOC1, Br, Br2, BrO,
BrONO2, BrONO, HBr, HOBr, MeOBr, BrC1, H2,
H, OH, HO2, H202, CHa, CHaO, CHaO2, CHaOOH,
CHaONO2, CHaO2NO2, HCO, HCHO, CFa, CFaO,
CFaO2, CFaOOC1, CFaOH, CFaOOH, CFaOONO2, F,
F2, FO, FO2, F202, COF2, FCO, FCOO, FCOOH,
FC(O)O2, FNO, FONO, FO2NO2, HF, CH4, CHF3,
CHaBr, CF2C12,N20, and CO. The remainingseven

OZONE

h•

ClO

species are not integrated and not in photochemical

equilibrium,
namely:CO2,H20, 02, N2,HCl(s),H20(s),
and HNO3(s). The modelcontainsa total of 438 re0

actions, 287 bimolecular reactions, 43 trimolecular reactions, 65 photolysis processes,and 43 heterogeneous

02

reactions.

Figure 1. A schematic of the main HOx ozone loss
catalytic cycles.

Hydrogen Catalytic

Cycles

One of the early landmarksin the atmosphericchemistry of odd hydrogenradicals occurredin 1964 when

The HO2 cycle involvingC10 is also important.

J. Hampsonhighlighted
the fact that O(1D) produced HO2/C10, HOx cycle2

by O3 photolysisat wavelengths<310 nm led to the for-

mationofhydroxylradicalsdueto thereactionof0(1D)
with water vapor. This led to the socalled "wet theory" of stratosphericozone. In 1965, E. Hesstvedt and
P.L. Roney published the first papers which included
the effectsof odd hydrogenradicalson the photochemistry of ozone. In 1969, P.J. Crutzen published a fur-

ther paper which consideredthe effectof odd hydrogen
radicals

on ozone loss.

C10 + HO2

> HOC1 + 02

HOCl+hv

> Ci+OH

C1 q- 03

> C10 q- 02

OH+O3

> HO2+202

Net: 203

> 302

(5)
(6)
(7)

At midlatitudesthis cycle has a peak rate of 104

cm-3 s-1 and a chainlengthof between1
Figure 1 schematically shows the main HOx ozone molecules
losscatalytic cycles.Catalytic cyclesinvolvingHO2 are
very important in the lower stratosphere. The fastest
of these cyclesis

OH/HO2, HOx cycle1
OH + O3

> HO2 q- 202

(3)

HO2 q- 03

> OH + 02

(4)

Net ß203

> 202

This cyclehasa rate of between104and10s molecules

cm-3 s-1 between10 and35 km anda chainlengthof
between 1 and 40 in the midlatitude lower stratosphere

(Figure 2). At midlatitudesit has a peak chaineffec-

and 25 in the lower stratosphere(Figure 2). It has a
peak chain effectiveness
of 106 moleculescm-3 s-1 at
around25 km (Figure 2). The cycleis very effectiveat
destroyingozonein the midlatitude lower stratosphere
and also plays a role in the sunlit polar lower stratosphere(Figure3). The cycleis not effectivein the dark
as throughoutthe stratospherethe rate limiting step is
the photolysisof HOC1 (p = jHOC][HOC1]). The cycle forms an important link between chlorine and oddhydrogen chemistry.

HO2/BrO,

HOx cycle3
BrO + HO2

> HOBr + 02

HOBr+hv

> Br+OH

Br+03

> BrO+02

tiveness of 106 molecules cm-3 s-1 at around 20 km

OH q- 03

> HO2 +202

(Figure 2). However,the cycleis alsoeffectiveat de-

Net :203

> 302

(8)
(9)

(10)

stroying ozone in the winter polar lower stratosphere

(Figure3). At approximately15 km and abovethe rate
limiting step is the reactionof O3 with H02 (i.e., the
rate of propagationis givenby p- k4103][HO2]).Below approximately 15 km the rate limiting step is the
reactionof OH with O3 (p- k3103][OH]).However,
both reactions(3) and (4) are fast.

This cycle has a peak rate of 104 moleculescm-3

S--1 and a chainlengthof between1 andover1000in
the stratosphere(Figure 2). It has a peak chain effectiveness of almost 107 molecules cm-3 s-• at around

20 km (Figures2 and 3). Throughoutthe stratosphere
the rate limiting step is the photolysisof HOBr (p =
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Figure 2. The calculatedchain effectiveness,
rate, and chainlength of variousHOx ozoneloss
catalytic cyclesfor local noon at midlatitudes at equinox.
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Figure 3. The calculatedvariation in the chain effectiveness
of variouscyclesfor the winter
solstice as a function of altitude

and latitude.
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jHOBr[HOBr]). The cycleformsan importantlink between bromine and hydrogenchemistry and is particularly effectiveat destroyingozonein the sunlit part of

the winter polar lowerstratosphere(Figure3).
H/OH/HO2,

HOx cycle4
M

H q-02

OF STRATOSPHERIC

OZONE

suit as a consequenceof the chlorine released. This was
closelyfollowedby the work of $tolarski and Cicerone

[1974]and Rowlandand Molina [1975]. Then Farman
et al. [1985]discovered
the ozonehole and suggested
that it was due to the interaction of atmosphericchlorine and nitrogen.
Figure 4 schematicallyshowsthe main C1Ox ozone
loss catalytic cycles.

> HO2

(11)

HO2+ O(aP)
OH+O(3P)

, OH+ O2
, H+O2

(12)
(13) C1/C10, C1Ox cycle1

Net ' 20(3P)

> 02

ClO+ O(•P)

This is one of the most effective ozone loss cycles

in the upper stratosphere(Figures2 and 3). This cycle has a peak rate of l0 s moleculescm-s s-• and
a chain length of between 1 and a few hundred in

21,519

C1 q- 03

Net' O(3p)q-03

,

C1 + 02

•

C10 q- 02

)

202

(14)

Between approximately 40 and 50 km this is one of
the
most effectiveozonelosscycles(Figures 5 and 6).
the stratosphere. It has a peak chain effectiveness

At midlatitudesit hasa peakrateof 10• molecules
cm-3
s
-•
and
a
chain
length
of
greater
than
10
throughout
(Figure 2). Below approximately35 km the rate limof the stratosphere
and of approximately103 in
iting step is the reactionof O(3p) with OH, reac- 2.most
l_ ........
z_-2_--_L___
/'l-D:
•
•.3
•\
T4•,.-,,•
tion (13) (p - k•3[O(øP)J[OHJ).All three reactions
of approximately108molecules
involved in this cycle are fast in the upper stratosphere. peakchaineffectiveness
cm
-a
s
-•
at
between
35
and 45 km (Figure5). The
Above approximately 35 km the rate limiting step is
rate
limiting
step
is
the
reaction
of O(aP) with C10
eitherthe reactionof O(3p) with HO2, reaction(12)
(pk•410(3p)][C10]).
(p -- k•210(3p)][H02]),or the reactionof H with 02
(p- k•[O2][H]), reaction(11).
There is anotherOH/H02 cyclewhich is effectivein C10/C10, C1Ox cycle2
the mid to upper stratosphere but which is not as fast
C10q-C10 M> C1202
(15)
HOx Cycle 1.
C1202 q- h•
> C1 q- C100
(16)
OH/HO2, HOx Cycle5
C100 M> C1q-02
(17)
of l09 molecules cm-3 s-• at between 50 and 70 km

OH + 03

2 x (el q- 03

> HO2 q- 202

H02 + O(3p)
Net- O(3p)+ 03

> OH q-02
> 202

Net ß203

,

ClO q- 02)

> 302

In the midlatitude lower stratosphere between approximately 20 and 25 km this cycle has a peak rate

This cycle has a peak rate of approximately106 of 104molecules
cm-3 s-• (Figure5). However,when
molecules cm -3 s-• between 30 and 40 km where it has

a chainlengthof between1 and 12 (Figure 2). It has a

peakchaineffectiveness
of approximately
107molecules
cm-3 s-• at between35 and 40 km (Figure2). At
35 km and above the rate limiting step is the reaction

of 03 with OH (p - k3103][OH]);belowthis it is the

reactionof H02 with O(3p)(p = k•210(3p)][H02]).
For all of the reactive hydrogen catalytic cyclesjust
considered

the rate

of destruction

of the

chain

center

has been taken as the rate of formation of H2 and H2 O;

namely,• = k[H][H02]+ k[OH]2 + k[OH][H02]. Let
us now turn our attention to some chlorine cycles.

Chlorine Catalytic

Cycles

The early landmark in the atmospheric chemistry of
reactive

chlorine

radicals

occurred

when

Molina

and

Rowland[1974]publishedtheir famouspaper which
showedthat the stratospherewas the only sink for chlorofluoromethanes,and that ozone destruction would re-

Figure 4. A schematicof the main C1Ox ozone loss
catalytic cycles.
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Figure 5. The calculatedchaineffectiveness,
rate, and chainlength of variouschlorineand
bromineozonelosscatalytic cyclesfor local noonat midlatitudesat equinox.
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coldaerosolsand polar stratosphericclouds(PSCs) are
absent, it is barely catalytic in this region(Figures5
and 6). At midlatitudesit hasa peakchaineffectiveness
of approximately10s moleculescm-s s-• at between

20 and25 km (Figure5) increasing
to 2x104molecules
cm-s s-• in the polarlowerstratosphere.
In the strato-

BrO

spherethe rate limiting step is the photolysisof

(P -- jCI•.O•.[CleOn]).
C1/NO•., C1Ox cycle3
C10+NO

> Cl+NO2

NO2+O(sP)

> N0+02

Cl+Os

(18)
(xo)

h

> C10+02

Net'O(sP) + Os

, 202

This is the cycle that Farman et al. [1985]suggested was involved with the formation of the ozone
hole. Although it is an effectiveozone loss cycle over
a large altitude range, namely, between 15 and 50 km

Figure 8. A schematicof the main NOx ozoneloss
catalytic cycles.

(Figure 10), it is most effectiveat midlattitudesand

NOs+hv

> N0+02

in the summer midstratosphere. It is not as effec-

NO+Os

> N02+02

Cl+Os

> C10+02

tive in the springpolar lowerstratosphere(Figure 6),
whereasthe next cycle,the C10/NO•. cycleis. It has
a peak rate of 106 moleculescm-s s-• between30
and 40 km. The cycle has a chain length of greater
than I throughout the stratosphere reaching approximately 1000 at around 30 km. At midlatitudes it has a

Net :20s

(22)

> 302

Between15 and 40 km the C10/NO2 cycleis an effectiveozonelosscycle(Figure 5). It has a peak rate

peakchaineffectiveness
of approximately109molecules of 104 molecules cm-s s-1 between 20 and 25 km and
cm-s s-• at between30 and 40 km (Figure10), but a chain length of betweenI and 10 between15 and
reaches10•ø molecules
cm-s s-• at high latitudesin 35 km (Figures 5 and 6). It has a peak chain efsummer(Figure6). At approximately25 km and above fectiveness
of approximately
105 molecules
cm-s s-1
the rate limiting step is the reaction,,of C10 with NO at 20 km (Figure 5). Betweenapproximately45 and
(p - k•s[C10][NO]). Below this it is the reactionof 10 km the rate limiting step is the photolysisof NOs
O(SP)with NO2 (p- kxg[O(SP)][N02]).
(p - jNO3[NOs]). For mostof the regionabove45 km
the rate limiting step is the reactionof C10 with NO2
C10/NO2, C1Ox cycle4
(p- k20[C10][NO2]).

ClO+ NO2 M>
ClON02 + hv

For all of the reactive chlorine catalytic cyclesjust

ClON02

(20)

considered

> C1+ NOs

(21)

has been taken as the rate of formation of HC1; namely,

the rate of destruction

of the chain center

5- k[el][H2]+ k[el][eH4] + k[el][H20] + k[C1][H02]
+ k[C][HCHO] + k[C][CHaOOH].
Let us now turn our attention

to some bromine

cat-

alytic cycles.

hv

--

I-IO•

Bromine Catalytic

Cycles

The atmospheric chemistry of bromine and its syn-

ergywith chlorinewasfirst studiedin detail by Wofsyet

• CI

al. [1975]and Yunget al. [1980].Lary [1996]and Lary
et al. [1996]presenta reviewof the atmosphericgas
phase and heterogeneous
chemistryof bromine. Figure 7 schematicallyshowsthe main BrOx ozone loss
catalytic cycles.

Oa

Figure 7. A schematicof the main BrOx ozone loss
catalytic cycles.

Br/BrO,

BrOx cycle1

BrO+ O(sP)

> Br + 02

(23)

LARY: CATALYTIC DESTRUCTION

Br+Os

,

Net ßO(sP)+ Os

BrO+O2

(24)
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For all of the reactive bromine catalytic cycles just
considered

, 202

OZONE

the rate of destruction

of the chain center

has been taken as the rate of formation of HBr; namely,

This cyclehasa peakrate of 104 molecules
cm-s s-•
at between35 and 45 km and a chain length of greater
than 50 throughoutthe stratosphere(Figures5 and 6),

5- k[Br][H2]q- k[Br][HCHO]q- k[C1][H•02].
Let us now turn our attention to the most important
nitrogen catalytic cycle.

with a chainlengthof greaterthan 104 at 40 kin. The
cycle has a peak chain effectivenessof approximately

Nitrogen Catalytic Cycle

108molecules
cm-s s-• at between35 and45 km (Fig-

In 1967 Bates and Hays published a paper on the
concentrations,sourcesand sinks for N20 in the atmoactionof O(sP)withBrO (p - k2s[O(sP)][BrO]).
Howsphere. Then in 1970 and 1971 Crutzen and Johnston

ure 5). At all altitudesthe rate limiting step is the re-

ever,both reactions(23) and (10) are fast.

introduced the consideration of the NOx radical into

BrO/C10, BrOx cycle2

the photochemicaltheory of stratosphericozone. In

BrO+C10

> Br+ClOO

(25)

1971Nicoletpublished
a paperof the N•O-O(•D)-NO-

Cl+Os

,

C10+O2

Br+Os

)

BrO+O2

NO2 mechanismand Johnston pointed to the danger
of NOx emissionsfrom stratosphericaircraft for stratosphericozone. Figure 8 schematicallyshowsthe main
N Ox ozone loss catalytic cycles.

Net :2Os

)

302.

NO/NO2, NOx cycle1

ClO0 M> C1q-02

Of all the bromine cyclesthis is the most important
for high-latitude, lower-stratosphereozone loss with a
chain effectiveness which reaches 108 molecules cm-s

NO+Os

NO2+O(aP)
Net ' O(3p)+ O3

s-• in the polarlowerstratosphere
(Figure3).
The reaction of BrO with C10 has several channels.

The most effective ozone loss channel is the one yield-

ing C100. This cyclehas a peak rate of almost104
molecules cm -s s-• at between 20 and 25 km and a

chain length of greater than i between 15 and 45 km

andisapproximately
10s in thelowerstratosphere
(Figure 5). Between20 and 25 km the chain length approaches2000. At midlatitudes the cycle has a peak

} N02+02

(28)

, N0+02
> 202

This cyclehasa peakrate of 106molecules
cm-3 s-•
between 30 and 40 km and a chain length of greater

than 1 throughoutthe stratospherereaching105 in
the upper stratosphere(Figure 10). The cycle has a
chaineffectiveness
of greaterthan 104molecules
cm-3

s-• throughoutthe stratosphere
reachinga peak of
greaterthan 109 molecules
cm-3 s-• at 45 km (Fig-

ures 9 and 10). At 50 km and above,the rate limiting
chaineffectiveness
of approximately
107molecules
cm-s
stepis the reactionof NO with 03 (p- k28[NO][03]).
s-• at between
20and25 km (Figure5). At all altitudes
the rate limiting step is the reaction of BrO with C10

(p- k25[BrO][C10]).
BrO/N02,

Chain

NOIN02
Effectiveness

BrOx cycle3

BrO+ NO2 M> BrON02
BrONO2+hv
NO3 q- hv
N0+03
Br+Os
Net: 20s

(26)

> Br+NOs
> NO + O2
,

N02+02

> BrO+02
> 302

This cyclewill only be effectiveif BrONO2 photolyses

to giveNOs [Lary et al., 1996].If it does,as hasbeen
assumedhere, then this cyclehas a peak rate of almost

104molecules
cm-s s-• at 20 km anda chainlengthof
greaterthan 10 between10 and 40 km (Figure 5). The
cycle has a peak chain length of greater than 1000 beLatitude(degrees)
tween15 and 25 km (Figure5). Between15 and 35 km
- ::i•.•"•i• .......
0
26+009
4E+009
6E+009
8E+009
the rate limiting step is the photolysisof BrONO2, and
belowthis it is the photolysis
of NOs (p = jNOa[NOs]). Figure 9. The calculated variation in the chain effecAt 35kmandabove,
theratelimitingstepis thereac- tivenessof the NO/NO2 cyclefor the winter solsticeas
a function of altitude and latitude.
tion of BrO with NO2 (p = k26[BrO][NO2]).
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Figure 10. The calculatedchain effectiveness,
rate, and chain length of variousnitrogenand
fluorine ozone losscatalytic cyclesfor local noon at midlatitudes at equinox.
Below 50 km the rate limiting step is the reaction of

NO2 with O(3p)(p = k2910(3P)][NO•]).
For the reactive nitrogen catalytic cyclesthe rate of

Fluorine Catalytic

Cycles

In 1975 Zander, Roland and Delboville found an absorptionline of HF in a solarspectrumwhich wasdue to
rate of formationof HNO3; namely,5 - k[OH][NO2]+ stratosphericabsorptionof HF. In 1978 Sze supported
k[H20][N2Os]+ k[H•O][C1ONO•].The last two terms their findingswith model calculations.
are the heterogeneous
hydrolysisof N205 and C1ONO•.
There are two sets of catalytic ozone loss cycle inFinally, let us considersomefluorinecatalytic cycles. volvingfluorine: thoseinvolvingthe CF3 groupwhich
destruction

of the chain center has been taken as the
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are terminated by the production of COF2 and those
involvingF, FO, and FO2 which are terminated by the
formationof HF. This sectionexaminesthe chainlength
of the fastest of these cycles.
The fastest of all the fluorine catalytic cyclesand the
only fluorine cycle consideredto have a chain length of
greater than 1 is

CF30/CF3OO,

CF3Ox cycle1

03 -]- CF3OO

> CF30 + 202

O3+CF30

> CF3OO+O2

Net :203

(3o)
(31)

lower stratosphere,this cycleis barely catalytic, having
a peak chain length of 2 at 20 km; that is the cycle is
only executedonce before the CF3 group is destroyed

by the formationof COF2 (i.e., 5 - k[NO][CF30]). In
it has been assumed

OZONE

21,525

cyclesproceed at a rate of approximately 70 molecules

cm-3 s-1 (Figure 10). For both of thesecyclesthe
rate limiting step is the reactionof FO with 03 (p =
k[FO][O3]),soboth cycleshavethe samechainlength.

Summary
Table 1 tabulates the approximate altitude at which
the rate of each cycle reachesa maximum. In line with
earlier work, such as that of Johnston and Podolske

[19781,Brasscurand Solomon[1986], Wayne et al.
[1991]and the reportsof the WMO [1986,1990, 1992,
1994],a few obviouspointscan be madein conclusion.

> 302

Even so, under normal conditions in the midlatitude

these calculations

OF STRATOSPHERIC

that

as much

1. In the upper stratosphere, where the abundance
of 03 is relatively low, the most effective catalytic

cyclesare thosewhosenet reactionis 20(3P) •
02.

2. In the mid stratosphere the most effective cat-

alyticcyclesarethosewhosenetreactionis O(3p)

fluorine is in the atmosphere as chlorine. Even with
this assumption,the cycle proceedsat a maximum rate

of only103molecules
cm-3 s-• (Figure10).

+ 03 -• 202.

3. In the lower stratosphere, where the abundanceof

O(3p) isrelativelylow,themosteffective
catalytic

As examinedby D. J. Lary et al. (Atmosphericfluorine photochemistry,submitted to the Journal of Geo-

physicalResearch,1996),the rate of terminationby the
formation of COF2 due to the reaction of CF30 with
NO slowsdown as the temperature is increased as it has
a negative activation energy. In contrast, the reaction

cyclesare those whosenet reaction is 203 -• 302.
4. Examining the rate limiting step alone does not
give any idea as to how many times a cycle can
proceed. Consequently, calculating the cycle's
chain length is valuable. This is particularly true
when comparing cycles which involve chain cen-

of 03 with CF30 has a large positiveactivationenergy
and is therefore faster at warmer temperatures. In addition, for high sulphate aerosolloadingsless, NO will
be presentin the atmospherefurther slowingdown the Table 1. Summary Table Showingthe Approximate
rate of formation of COF2. Consequently,this can lead Altitude in Kilometres at Which the Various Catto a longer chain length of approximately 40 for tem- alytic Cyclesare Fastestfor Midlatitudes At Equinox.
peratures around 240 K and sulphate aerosolloadings For this Altitude the ApproximateChain Length,
is Also Given

of greaterthan 5 pm2cm-3.
The fastestF/FO/FO2 catalyticcyclesare

Z

F/FO, FOx cycle1

O3+F
O3+FO
Net :203

F/FO/FO2,

> FO+O•.
• F+202
•

(32)
(33)

03 -k FO

65
40

8x106
2x106
lx106
2x104
4x106
3x106
8x10s
8x104
3x104
9x104
lx104
6x103
2x103
5x103

103
103
106
104
l0 s
103
10
80
10
10
103
103
2
103

10

.1

35
> FO + 02
•

•

30

FO2 + 02

FO2 M• F + 02
Net: 203

Pmax J•

302

FOx cycle2
03 •- F

(km)

(34) 25

302

Even so, in the calculationsperformed here, both of
these cyclesare never catalytic, having a peak chain
length of 0.4 betweenapproximately30 and 40 km; that
is the cycle cannot proceed more than once as HF is
formed so rapidly by the reaction of F with CH4, H20,

and H2 (6 = k[F][H2]+ k[F][CH4]+ k[F][H20]). The

22
20

lxl02 .4
1x102 .4

CYCLE

H/OH/HO2
C1/C10
0/03
Br/BrO
NO/NO2
C1/NO2
OH/HO2
OH/HO2
HO2/C10
C10/NO2
BrO/C10
BrO/NO2
C10/C10
HO2/BrO
CF30/CF3OO

F/FO
F/FO/FO2

HOx cycle4
C1Ox cycle 1
BrOx cycle 1
NOx cycle 1
C1Ox cycle3
HOx cycle 5
HOx cycle 1
HOx cycle2
C1Ox cycle4
BrOx cycle2
BrOx cycle3
C1Ox cycle 2
HOx cycle3
CF3Ox cycle 1
FOx cycle 1
FOx cycle2

21,$26
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ters of very different abundance, suchas the chlorine and bromine cycles. In general, although
bromine is less abundant than chlorine, it is still
very effectivein destroyingozoneas the bromine

cyclestend to have very long chain lengths. In
this context, the chain effectivenessis useful as it
is the product of the cycle'srate and chainlength.
A cycle with a chain effectivenessgreater than

l0 s molecules
cm-3 s-1 is likelyto be an effective
ozone loss cycle.
.

In the low stratospherethe cyclesinvolvingHO2

areimportant[e.g.BrasseurandSolomon,
1986].
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